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The Irish UFO Ne is a twice yea ly publicat"on for ufologists and persons 
inter sted in UFO phenomena in both parts of Ireland, It is published by the Irish 
UFO Research Centre� an informal group of active ufologists, but it is not an 

organisational journal and it's pages are open to anyone who wishes to contribut , 

The editorial panel i not responsible for opinions or beliefs expressed by individual 
contributors. Copys may be obtained on subscription for one year at a rate of 60 
pence, or SO pence for members of BUFO A, spectrum and NUFO groups. (Cheque and 
postal orders should be uncrossed and payable to John Hind. 
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EDITORIALs It ay Be True, But Is It Useful? 

Since in th's issue ETH - the Extraterrestrial Hypothesis - will face further 
derision from myself as well as other contributers, maybe I should make my own opinions 
on the ETH and other theories clear. 

It is instructive to notice the d1fference in attitude between many scientists, 
who probably no little about the phenomenon, and amateur ufologist , who may 

now quite a lot. Many scientists if cornered privatly, will admit to being 
puzzled by what they have heard about the phenomenon, to the extent of tentativly 
considering the extraterrestrial solution. However they will be quite unwilling 
to repeat this in public. Many amateur ufologists, on the other hand, will take 
the opposite stance. In public they will loudly proclaim the vertues of the 
ext�av =restrial theory while, if cornered in private, they will express serious 
doubts about it's validity. 

This, I think, shows that ufologists are out of empathy with scientific methods. 
ny scientist will tell you that the test of a good theory is not 'is it true?' but 

'is it useful?' and I would contend that the extraterrestrial theory is no longer 
useful. Over the past ten or fifteen years the theory, in our present conception 
has not been capable of adequatly explaining the characteristics of the phenomenon 
to the extent that, at present, the extraterrestrial theory is as much of a 'forced 
fit' as were the various theories that UFOs could be explained in terms of 
missinterpretation. Do I support some other theory then? Frankly, havin looked 
at most of them, I find little to commend any of them. I have, of course, some 
ideas of my own, some of which are almost incredible enough to be true. However 
I see little value in idle speculation except as an art form, as in science fiction. 

I would not like to be taken wrongly, it is certainly possible that UFOs are 
extraterrestrial spacecraft, it is also possible that they are ttme travillers from 
the past, or from the future, or that they come from other dimensions, or they are 
a collective halucination, or a psychic projection or a mathematically impossible 
plasma....... All these theories are possible, but 5ince we do not yet pose s 
the means of distingushing between them, none of them are useful. 

John Hind. 

A Tale of the English and the Ir1shman. JENNY RANDLES. 

Jenny Randles is secretary of NUFON, the �orthern UFO Network and Editor of their 
magazine 'Northern UFO News•. She is Research Co-ordinator for BUFORA and recently 
resigned from it's council for reasons, some of which she explains in this article. 

he as co-editor of BUFORA's Investigators Handbook and organiser of their recent 
R & I Conference. She is a regular contributor to 'BUFORA Journal' and 'Flying 

aucer Review', and is currently engaged in the preparation of a orthern England 
Catalogue of UFO Reports. - JAH. 

Over here in England, as I expect you know, comedians tend to use Irishmen 
as one of their favourite topics for a funny story. I suspect that the same thing 
is true with regard to the English in many foreign countries; with a good deal more 
JUStif·cation. When I look at our ufological affairs I see no cause for complaint. 

Anyhow, as a means of possibly clearing up a few misconceptions, this ·s what it 
1s really like over here. 

England has a multiplicity of ufo groups- too many infact. They exist, in 
most instances, to give their members something to do. Very few indeed are 
positive contributors, in other than a very general sence. This is fair enough. 
Often such groups fold up after a few months as their members move on to something 
else which takes their current fancy. Keeping track of whos who and whats what 
can be a problem. An estimate of the number of active groups is about thirty, split 
about evenly through North and south and tending to congregate, quite natur lly, in 
populated areas such as Greater anchester and Merseyside, hich sport t each, at 

. � . .  



least. North of Lancashire there do not appear to be any! 

It was with the aim of trying to make sense of this hodge-podge that the NUFON 
idea was born. The Northern UFO Network was to be the first of a se�ies of regional 
Networks, to loosely associate all ufological factions within that region. In 
fact , after three years of successful operation it still remains the only one. 
It' s functions are varied. Partly, it acts as a central clearing house for data; 
storing all group's reports ( to preserve them should the group go defunct, on the 
basis that the Network will not because so many groups are involved there will 
always be some to maintain the continuity). The data is of course made available 
for research and published widely (through NUFON' s own newsletter and various 
international sources such as FSR). In addition NUFON acts as a meeting ground for 
ideas and allows groups to intercommunicate more readily. The idea is simple but 
it works. In the South ufo groups continue their separate existance and things can 
be very confused. They compete over cases and do the same thing several times over 
much to the dissatisfaction of the witnesses. 

In addition there are two entities which are called 'national' groups. One is 
BUFORA- which grew out of the London UFO Research Association in the early 1960' s 
and has never really achieved credibility as a national organisation. They have 
a d�indling number of regional members, hold meetings in London only, and on the one 
rec nt occasion when they did stage a symposium for regional members to air their 
views, none of their committee bothered to turn up to answer them. bmall wonder 
they are not viewed with much more than the music-hall joke image which equates with 
t1anchester's mythical rain and the aforementioned Irish sociology. ( though unlike 
these there is a basis in fact). 

The other entity is Contact UK. fhey are just as large as BUFORA, and have 
members throughout Britain, but do very limited amounts of investigation ( BUFORA 
does at least try to do this) and do not hold meetings. They are principally a 
research body centered arround Oxford, doing excellent work in data collection, but 
(self admittedly) not really existing as a national organisation. 

If this were not enough, a new body, the British UFO Documentation Centre, has 
recently sprung up. Supposedly it is an independent research body for scientists, 
but it has caused nothing but ill-feeling( and not really through it' s own fault). 

Somehow, ufologists appear not to want any chance of scientists interfering in 
their 'precious' subject. 

There is a bright hope in this. We do have FSR (Flying �aucer Review), 
internationally renowned as the leading force in world ufological publications. Until 
now we have not had any kind of ufo structure amongst the amateurs to the standards 
they set but moves are afoot to change this. Watch out for these in the next few 
months. Things could change overnight.* 

I have not mentioned �cotland or Wales because so far as is known they sport no 
ufo group between them.= It must be the English temperament which goes in for this 
proliferation of superficiality. 

So you can be proud in Ireland that you do have the Irish UFO Research Centre
a co-ordinating body for a whole country which not only is credible and respectable, 
but does meaningful work and publishes a very healthy journal in the Irish UFO News. 
Keep up the effort and Ireland will become one of the forerunners of European 
ufology. 

Of course, I have deliberately painted a black picture of England. It is not all 
that bad- but I have only spoken the truth, so if nothing else, it is complicated. 
I often wonder why there is so much squabbling and mistrust amongst ufologists. Is 
the phenomenon trying to upset us, I ponder? I doubt it. It is probably just the 
highly emotive content of the field. I wish someone could prove ufos are not 
extraterrestrial spacecraft (which I, and most ufologists who think carefully, do not 
for one minute believe they are). Maybe that would put 75% of all those involved 
in the subject off it all together. With the remaining 25% we would have a s impler 
system a

.
nd, just maybe, we could find out what ufos really are. 

Notes (JAH). 
* Since Jenny wrote this article the meaning of this reference has become clear 
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1ith a number o other people, she has set up 'U.K. Investigator's gency'. �ee 
�les Johnst •s re ort 1 ter in the issue. 

=This is not stric ly t1.ue: I no v of at least one active Scottish group, the 
Edinburgh University UFO Society. 
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• end investi ations conference on the sixth and 
as �ell attended with about one hundred 

doub on the Saturday evening» hen the 

e a d of a high, and largely objective standard. 
Peter Rogerson of his work on the 

�nt rnat· ral cat�logue of type one reports. Mr Rogerson is well 
ne rin end scholar y worl in this area and his 'IntCat' has already 
of interestin research l·mrk into the high strangeness end of the 

IntCat is curr�ntly bein computer-indexed in the USA and this will 
it's uscfulnesv. The Saturday arternoon wa given over to group 

r�r·ou aspects$ ollol d by Bernard Delair of Contact UK» 
on the tim /frequency correlation of UFO reports over the 

t historical records). Their failier to use more 
1 t c n1ques has made their results rather empirical, 

ive nd they se� to justify Delair's identification 
ul r periodicity cycles. It is interesting to note that 

r·�a both agree to within three monthes on the date of the 
ea ly this year. Neither Saunders nor Delair claim any 

elation �o they canno predict where the wave will occur. 

.r: the ·p ekend \\as that evening.? first with a pre-recorded paper 
a d hen presentation of he main paper, on occupant research, 

by Mr. Ted Blo c er, 
ab ut h:� activities 

f�.u � n researcher. Dr. Hynek talked informally 
in the late fifties and about his Center for 
very detailed account of his compilation, U 0 Stud"eso ve 

i vest1 ation nd re-inv i at· n 
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is ublic we laid ourselves open to charges 
ttery from uninformed members of the public and 

, stly young a d female were unable to restrain 
s draTin s of eported humanoid entities, and most 

vcni g n�isely drinking themselves silly at a bar 
t the back of the hall. It was only Mr. Bloecher's 

presentation that prevented the situation 
Nevertheless Mr. Bloecher's paper was undoubtably 

�ile I doubt if it improved BUFORA's public image 
and talking and discussion of this and other topics 
the morning and resulted in a late start to the 

hen thin�s fi .ally did t movin , proceedings started with Tony Pace presenting 
the resu ts of B�FO •s ve icle interference project. BUFORA has studied hundreds of 
cases were vehic e int rfere1ce is reported in conjunction with a UFO sighting. They 
have come up with the interest· fact that in only one case out of these hundreds has 
a diesel engine been effected, nd in that case the engine was connected as an elect-
ric generator. In one case, in France a dies 1 tractor and a petrol one were 

.ovin close to each other in a field when a UFO was sighted: the petrol tractor was 
st ed while the diesel was uneffecte , This is strong evidence that the effect is 
electrical in nature. is was followed by Bob Di by talking about the ork of 
BUFORl's photogra ic an ly is and ·nvestigations department. Bob showed several 



otion pictures of UF s as well as some stills, and the phot gr fie sect�on cla· 

that in future they w�ll be able to exp se vertually any hoax picture presented t 

them in th future. The next speaker was Tim O'Brien, ell known to his crit c 

as a 'nuts-and-bolts, no nonsenc , exterrestrial' man, a supporter of the 'b evole t 

alien, and government oover- • scenario. His critics were not disappointed. The 

next speaker, Roy Dutton at m te to form wide ranging correlations of particula 

ufo types to parametric data; h has been partially successful,with o mall 

sample and without the n cessary statistical methods. Unfortunatly my schu4ule 

prevented me from hearing th last two lectures, both of which looked hi hly interes-

ting. 

It is interesting to note that the speakers devided neatly into t o catagor

ies; e traditionalists spearheaded by Msrs O'Brien, Dutton, ebber etc. and the 

'Avant Garde' led by Peter Rogerson. It says something about English ufology tha 

the traditional·sts tend to come from the so th, and the modernists from the north. 

BUFO •s annual conferences are very valuable, they provide us with an oportu 

ity t meet people who were previoubly only names on letters or voices on ph nes and 

they provide a uniqely stimulating environment for the formulating of ideas. 

I hope that next years BUFORA conference will be as big an improvement on 

years as this years was on last. this 
J�. 

The Scene : Hynek Rules 0 ? 

Some of the uninformed have alway thought of UFOs as an merican phenomenon, and 

while ther is no doubt that merica has made the m st noise about it over the years, 

it cannot b said that it ·s particularly exceptional as far as sightings are concern d, 

in terms of quality, quantity or strangeness. hat is exceptional about the American 
UFO phenomenon is it's effect on the merican public. The 1974 Gallup poll had 54% 
of them believing that UFOs were real, and an astounding 94% were awair of the 
phenomenon. The awaireness score is one of the highest in the history of the poll. 
Perhaps a a reflection of this public inter st the United tates al o has the highest 
degree of civilian organi ation to study (etc.) the tFO problem. The oldest, and still 
the biggest, UFO organisations in the US are APRO- he Ariel Phenomenon Research 
Organi ation-, and I P- The National Investigation Committee on riel Phenomena. 

Both these organisations seem to have suffered the fate of simila� organisations 
in other parts of he world, only more sos since they depend on small donations or 
subscriptions from a larg section of the public for their fund , they are forced to 
spend almost all o their resources keeping alive this interest, and research is the 
last thing there is c sh left over for. Both organisations are committed ( hether 
or not they admitt i ) to the extraterrestrial theory and !CAP in particular spend 
a lot of their time trying to convince members of the u� government that UFOs are 
extraterrestrial. 

P ainst this backdrop it do s not seem surprising that these organisations have 
achieved ittle in over t enty years of existance and many of the more serious 
investigators have become disenchanted with the older organisations. t present, 
the best work seems to be being done by individuals who specialise in a particular 
aspect and who dedicated enough to trav 1 extensivly to collect new reports and to 
re-investigate old. The r sults of these researches are presented at conventions 
the most important being the UFON (Mutual UFO Network) convention. Publication is 
often achieved either as detailed proceedings of these conv ntions or as privatly 
published catalogues. 

It was onto this scene that Dr Hynek's Center for UFO Studies emerged in 1974. 
The centre was intended to offer services to scientists interested in the phenomenon 
and is organised as a low budget scientific institution. However it does not seem 
to have a centralised headquaters ith a perminent scient"fic staff, research being 
carried out by individual members. Their letter head carries an impressive list 
of qualified participants, and if these people are devot ng large portions of their 
time to the UFO prob em we should see some results before long. hile the centre 
has done some investi ation ork on it's own, and runs a toll free telephone line, over 
which the pol1ce FBI etc. can report s"ghtings reported to them, it has seen the need 
from the tart for liason with amat u or anisations to en ble it to have reasonable 



inv stigat·ve potent· 1. t � i th�s a he e H nek ap ears to a i 
difficulties. 0 er the pa t f w years he has been openly crit"cal o some of e 
established organisations, ho em to have been reacting by a campaign of 'throwin 
mud in the hope that it will stick'. One writer, in �fUFO ·•s magazine wrote : 
" s I understand ·t, Dr.Hynek, the Center for UFO �tudies is mearly a room in your 
attic". t the same tiro the course that he is steering towards popularisation 
the phenomenon w"th frequent TV pp ar nces and his assocaition with the forthcoming 
film 'Close Encounters of the Th1rd Kind' cannot make it easer for him to get through 
to his scientific colle gues. l t present it is very difficult for scientists in 

erica tr ta e a sober interest ·n UFOs due to this intensive public interest, and 
due to the committment of th media to the xtraterrestrial theory. O ne is left 
with the imp ession that the last thin that Hynek ought to be doing is fueling the 
public's emotional interest in the subject. It is interesting in this context to 
note that Clos Encounters of the third ind (To be released later th1s year) is 
be·n produced by the sam team that produced 'Javs•. Perhaps I should'nt 
pre-judge, the film could be objecti e, but the entire history of the American film 
in ustry argues on my side. The e is a very real danger that 'Close Encounters 
o the Third 'ind' could do for the FO phenomen n what 'Jaws' did for sharks. 

However, I think that Hynek's Center can come through these dif icultie , and 
even at present, it has become a focal point for the more progressive and effective 
ufolo ist , those who do n t fear that improved methods will reveal inadequacies in 
cherished beliefs or positions. 

BUFORA's 'UFO INVE�TIG� TION' l 

BUFOfu' lon await d ·nvestigator's handbook, called 'UFO Investigation• has 
now been published and I rec�eved an advance copy hot off the press at the BUFO 
confer nee. It is a eritib old mine of u ful information and investigating 

roce dur s. It is highly r eo nd d for all involved in active UFO investigation 
and takes the ·nvestiga or throu h proceedures for investigating all cases from 
simple LITS, w th a detailed ction on missinterpretations, to the high strangeness 
landin s with occupants or i h physical trac s. There are particularly useful 
sections on photography an on landing site proceedures. Other useful information 
includes addresse of B FOfu personnel and of official bodies, and lists of back�round 
reading. I do have some minor criticisms however : First y sociological and 

ycolo ical aspects are almost totally ignored ; econdly, I strongly disagree with 
the technique, advocat�d in the handbook, of sing identikit-type UtU shapes charts. 
There is sirnpl no vidence that the phenomenon possesses that degree of internal 
consistancy. Criticis s asid , BUFORA is to be greatly complimented on this very 
valuable r fe ence ork, wel worth it's Il.SO price tag. 

GAZINES. 

kyskan's 'Alert' 2• 
The few issues of this ma azine published published by the Dublin based organis

ation Skyskan, that we recieved early this year were comercially produced, 
containin adv rtisements, and intended to be sold on the streets. Both consisted 
largely of long,rambling,'pot boiler' type articals by the society's chairman; though 
smaller articals by other m mbers of the society showed that they do not share Mr 
0 'Dona hues nieve,eva el· tic attitude to the phenomenon. 

MUFOB. 3 

1UFOB is an ind pendan y produced qua terly journal dealing mainly with the 
sociological and metaphysica a pects of ufo ogy. Being an independantly produced 
journal,it manages to k p refreshingly clear of organisational politics and is not 
afraid to be contrav rsial. The Editors ruthlessly exclude the unjustified 

speculation and psudo-science that adds so much to the noise obscuring the signal in 
much of the UFO literatur • This magazine is recomended to all thinking ufologists, 
and as a special bonus you t, ith each issue, a part of the serialisation of Peter 
Rogerson's International Cata of type One eports. 



BUFO 
4 Journal. 

This year the BUFORA Journal was severely cut back to
_

enabl� fund� to be channel 

into more productive areas, such as the product"on of the �nvest�g�to s handboo , 

new report forms and publication of papers from last years conf€renc�. Unfortunat Y 

we are told that this is only a temporary measure and next year we w�l� be back to the 

ridiculous situation of a'research' organisation spending almost half �t's funds 

producing a magazine; the only actual function of which is
_ 

to reta�n the interest of 

non-involved members BUFO should r alise that the ma�n funct1on of a regular 

BUFORA publication should be the dess�ination of detailed and documented researc� and 

investigation reports and that the bUFO Journal is inherently unsulta 1 for th�& 

task. 
. 5 

NUFON's Northern UFO News and Northern Ufology. 

These wo stenciled publicat"ons from the 1orthern UFO Network provide an i�tercs-

tin insigh to the UFO scene in r. England. The 'News' is monthly a�d con�a1�s 

organisational news and sighting report summaries. .orthern Ufology �s per o��cal 

and leaves ro rr. or more detailed investigation reports ana for theoret1cal art�c�es. 

In both cases reproduction i rather poor, but as I have pointed out before, qual1ty 

of content is much more important. 
6 

WUFOS's 'Skrlink' 

'7:'1e irral UFO �ociety' f magasine '�kylink' has been havin problems v7ith mate -
ial to publi h 1 tely,and ecient issues have been getting very thin.However most of 
the content is of a high quality and the magasine provides WUFO� members with good 
value for money,aswell as givinn them a v hicle for the publication of inve&tigation 
reports. 

NOTES:-
l.Available from Jenny Randle at the UFON addr�ss belowG 
2. kyskan has now been disbanded and their magasine is unavai able. 
3.MUFOB,ll B verley Road,Nel Malden SURREY,KT3-4AWo 

4.BUF RA,6 Cairn Avenue,LO :DO ,H5-5HX ( vailable to members only). 
t;.NUF0?,23 Sunnin dale D iveiiRELAH,�13 -· Enr;land. 
6.wtFO ,760 New Chester Ro d,B omborough,Wirral,L62-7HO. 

Niles Johnstona 

At the tirn f writin� (Late Dec'76)both Viking landers and arbiters 
are presently underf,oing t*1 day 'sleep' period.All 4 spacecraft were placed on a red 
-uced operational statue at the nd of ovember,during the duration of the &alar con
j nction.This was because Mar� is furthest away from us�and consequently the un is 
between us and Mars.Thi� means that radio tran�mission is greatly hampered. 

How ver just before rundo n,o the 25th of !ovemb r,Einstein's Classical Theory ot 
elativity was tested.ka io .ner ,y shoul be bent a certain degree by gravity.The 

amount of bending was calculated theoretically.Then by taking specific measur ments 
ram the transmissions made y the arbiters and the landers,exact measurement& were 

taken on the amount of delay and bending.These data fitted perfectly with th theory. 
fter all the excitement about vhe her there is or isn't life has died do Tn,scien

tists are still unc rtain .The conflicting and uncertain result� obtained in the prim 
ary mission were issappointing to most.Thi was simply because the conditions the 
experiment� were prepared for are not exactly what had been expected.It i� this and 
the fact that everytlin has gon so well,i.e. no major damage on landing(the seis
mometer on the first lander still ·s ino�erative due to cover , jcction system malfunc
tion) , that mission director Calvin Broomc has given the go ahead for reactivation of 
the spacecraft by the end of Decemb r.The. ission extension ·s for 18 months,and thi. .. 
·hould give ample £nou)h t�e for any confirmation on the life experiments. 

Other··goals in the extended mission are:-
1 Lowering of the econd orbitor's periapsis,to give clearer definition photographs. 
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in of b th h b s and v iemos, may be an w r aft 

riment (det ct ion f a release of C0
2

) eau ed so e xcit-
n tr n ly p itive result, ho ver nopes that thi s 

f d d hen th lander' mass pectrometer detected ne 
yr ly ·c experiment w ill be repeated ith greater var iati n 

at compar d w ith that obtained prev iously. On Lander 2 
t d t lanet urface tempreture. If the results are the 

r b to eh ical action. me of the oth r 
ults ill e repeated under ne conditions. 

r oc n on Mars, ju t v t plains, hea ily cratered 1n 



GENERALIZED GEOLOGICAL MAP ·oF MARS BETWEEN 65° N AND 65° S 

D channel deposits CJ sparsely cratered plains . 
__ ...t__ faults, bar and ball on downihrm.•,il �idE: 

D canyon deposits CJ moderately crate�ed plains 

--r;:> I heavily cratered plains 
groben, wh�rc faults mo pped sepora:ely 

chaotic deposits --.::::>-- ball on downthrown block. whue srobt::n 

r� knobby deposits � mottled crotered plain i:; narrow, shown by single line and bel! ' 

CJ grooved terrain material, coarse c=J mountainous deposits • rour.ded escarpment, carE:t p.o;nts dcwrh1ll 

[ ] grooved terrain material, fine � cratered deposits mantled 
lcw ridge resembling those on lunar mcr;o 

&i1 c=J 
----- lineament 

volcanic deposits crotered deposits undivided 



h out , n t .r th 
ve y 1ttl i 1 1 or Mcrcu y. 

n t 1 
ll.V 

There re many volcanoes lley , eroded by the fierce Martian winds and the 
once-present liqu1d w ter. c v ry of what are almos certainly dry ri er 
valley wa one o the fir t br ktht(U ho ·n the Viking mi&&iun. ) 

Th lar est f the volcan s probably t 1 rgest in the solar ystem. Nix 
Olympia - named after the cl ·cal home of the ods. No ender: its shield is 500 
in diameter and over �3 hi 

asona vari tion obs rv d through telescopes were one reason hy it was thau t 
i ht exist on r • It wa thau�ht that dark areas wh1ch moved, se nally 
s th planet r du to easonal ve itation. This h as prove unfounded: 

are due to very ve e n idespread duststorms. indbourne dust erosio 
ccounts for much of the harshne >i the artian features. ater eroded eatur s 

are les abundant$ but none the le& still quite remarkable. There are large chann
el , like th se in the ahara d sert, were flash floods h v occured There is mu h 
evidence that at one time ar ' s  cl1.mate as much more favorable for lif and that 
it ay now be oing throu h &om thing like an ice-age. 

n 
r 

r ck formations. 
in the ast. 

hether it a 
Ev n if Mar 

say th 

o ar o in stead we have fo nd a planet �Thich, i n 
uO lien 1n fact that many of the experi� nts have h ad t 

1 lar ely eo &ists of super-oxidised ferric mate ial, 
ultra-v"olet radiation. 
a o gical landscape totally unknown to u and w have 

t that way: a d solute bolder strewn d sert. 
ce-cap v det cted ice partical clouds nd trata of ice an 

Thi indicates that the climate ha& changed dramat1.ca ly m any time 
The proces e involved are so alien that we cannot even p itivly say 
ver raine on tars. 
does not cont in life "t c rtainly ic not dead. 

l.T c ions n ufology, 1.n th"s article I will look 
r nebulus f"eld thtit ·promises to open up a whole n 

rt� nt d ufolo y mus re- u pose the fundim ntal 
epre ent to put it in the words of a past 

, "genuin extrat rr trial hardware ' th & cioufolog1.sts' fiel 
tt r what the ultim t explanation turn out to be. 

ci uf logy in any dictionary the chief reason be 1nb 
, I ill xcercise the word inventer's pe ogative and 

t tudy of the effectw of the LFO phen m n n 
. co1ld trace oci ufolo y bacl to the 

ttempts to show that the UFO phenomenon was 
an approach h t failed largely b cause the 

ividua personal xpcr"ences rather tha conformin 
c nt1nuum that confronts, f r example, students o 
of m re sch<larly socioufology were laid, predictably, 

ufolo ical thaught in his third book ' Passp0rt to 
' a shock to many ufologists for s Vall e put 

the bo>k was inten ed to 'build a bridge' b�tween fol lore, 
ith in Celtic eo ntrie an modern UFO occupant reports. 
ay th t fairies ere v"s1.ting aliens, nor as he try·n to 

"nt out the r at 
m dern � 0 problem 

t by fairie . hat he 'a trying to do was tc 
bet een hi torical cultural myth structures and the 

how that it might be instructive to study the total 
dern (Xtensi n f folklore. UFO p om non 

h r because I reali e th�t this app oach 
111 oint out that it contains no hope o 

r in "vidu 1 si h ·n re rts, and i con equcnt 
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